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In Transforming for Europe. The reshaping 
of national bureaucracies in a system of multi-level governance, 
Caspar van den Berg explores the implications of the increasingly 
multi-level nature of governance for the French, British and Dutch 
national bureaucracies.
Power and competencies in Western Europe are shared by various 
layers of government as well as multiple types of state and non-
state actors. What does this mean for the organisation and func-
tioning of national bureaucracies?
While the civil service has become less bureaucratic (in the 
Weberian sense) in some respects, it is more bureaucratic in 
others: task-separation and record-keeping for oversight have 
increased, while permanence of office and political neutrality in 
various places have decreased.
The eu is not a single direct source to any of these developments 
yet its presence is certainly felt and cross-national distinction 
is less stark. Nevertheless, deeply ingrained national structures 
and cultures have thus far prevented the convergence of national 
bureaucracies into a single European administrative model.
Caspar van den Berg (1980) studied International Relations at the 
London School of Economics and has a PhD from Leiden Univer-
sity. He currently works as an assistant professor at Leiden Univer-
sity and as a public management consultant at Berenschot.
In 2006 Leiden University has initiated a series Leiden Dissertations at Leiden Univer-
sity Press. This series affords an opportunity to those who have recently obtained 
their doctorate to publish the results of their doctoral research so as to ensure a 
wide distribution among colleagues and the interested public. The dissertations will 
become available both in printed and in digital versions. Books from this LUP series 
can be ordered through www.lup.nl. The large majority of Leiden dissertations from 
2005 onwards is available digitally on www.dissertation.leidenuniv.nl.
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